WikiSuite vs ONLYOFFICE

ONLYOFFICE and WikiSuite have some similarities. This page is to explain the differences and rationale of choices. You likely will be interested in the other alternatives to WikiSuite.

Similarities

- Both offer some enterprise functionality as Open Source

Differences

- [https://www.onlyoffice.com/compare-server-editions.aspx|ONLYOFFICE has 4 editions: A community edition (AGPL) and 3 levels of proprietary enterprise editions. WikiSuite has one edition, is fully Free/Libre/Open Source, and everyone collaborates to improve it.

Interesting


Questions

Related links

- https://www.onlyoffice.com/
- https://github.com/ONLYOFFICE
- Here is mail server: https://github.com/ONLYOFFICE/Docker-MailServer

Other alternatives

- WikiSuite vs Adaxa
- WikiSuite vs Atlassian
- WikiSuite vs Cloudron
WikiSuite: The most comprehensive and integrated Open Source enterprise solution.

- WikiSuite vs CommonsCloud
- WikiSuite vs Cozy
- WikiSuite vs Ecloud Selfhosting
- WikiSuite vs Freedombone
- WikiSuite vs FreedomBox
- WikiSuite vs GoFAST
- WikiSuite vs Google
- WikiSuite vs IBM
- WikiSuite vs LibreOffice
- WikiSuite vs Lotus Notes
- WikiSuite vs Microsoft
- WikiSuite vs Nextcloud
- WikiSuite vs Odoo
- WikiSuite vs Open-Xchange
- WikiSuite vs Open365
- WikiSuite vs OpenPaaS
- WikiSuite vs Sandstorm
- WikiSuite vs YunoHost
- WikiSuite vs Zoho